
CURATORS OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

COMMITTEE FOR LIBRARY PROVISION IN ART HISTORY (CoLPAH) 

 

Minutes 

 

Meeting  Michaelmas term 2010 

Date  Monday 18
th
 October 2010 

Time  3.30pm 

Location Sackler Library, 2
nd
 floor meeting room 

 

Present 

 James Legg   (acting chair) 

 Clare Hills-Nova (secretary) 

 Lidio Ferrando  (for Diane Bergman) 

 Katie Hambrook 

 Monica Merlin 

 Joanna Parker 

 Graham Piddock 

 Sarah Smith  

 Gemma Swinglehurst 

 Rosie Talbot 

 Sarah Wilkinson 

 Alastair Wright 

Minutes 

 Sara Ahmad 

Absent 

 Colin Harrison 

 Isabel Holowaty 

 Martin Kauffmann 

 Shelagh Vainker 

 

1. – Apologies and introductions 

Apologies were received from CH, IH, MK and SV. 

JL and CHN welcomed Monica Merlin (research student rep), Gemma Swinglehurst (MSt. 

rep) and Rosie Talbot (UG rep) to the committee. Sarah Smith, Sackler Library 

trainee, was present as an observer. Alastair Wright was the new HoA faculty rep 

(replacing Gervase Rosser). 

 

2. – Approval of the minutes 

The minutes from the previous committee meeting (Trinity term 2010) were approved. 

 

3. – Matters arising 

There were no matters arising. 

 

4. – Budget 

4.1. Electronic resources 

CHN circulated a list outlining the costs of e-resources for HoA. (See attached.)  

She drew the committee’s attention to the total -- circa £15,000 p.a. -- a 

substantial figure in relation to the total HoA budget.  She welcomed suggestions 

for new resources, while pointing out that funding was tight.   

Art Full Text 

CHN noted that a subscription to Art Abstracts was already in place (£4,400 p.a.). 

A conversion to ArtFullText (for an additional £500 p.a.) was under consideration. 
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There was some crossover with JSTOR, and not all periodicals indexed were available 

full text anyway, but it was worth considering. SW said that full text access would 

be very useful. 

BHA 

The situation regarding BHA had been discussed at previous meetings (see minutes). 

It was now available, at no charge, via the Getty’s platform BUT with no post-2007 

records.  An update had recently been launched (on a subscription basis) as taking 

over where the Getty version left off. Expecting researchers to remember to search 

two different platforms did not seem feasible, however, and there was pressure to 

incorporate both versions onto a single platform. CHN was waiting for an 

announcement on this (possibly in early 2011), together with reader input, before 

making a decision about a new subscription. In the meantime ca. £1,500 pa was being 

saved. CHN also noted that there was a good backup for BHA anyway in the library 

catalogue of the Kunsthistorisches Institut (Florence), which also covered 

periodical articles and essays in books and catalogues – and which was available at 

no charge. 

Bridgeman Education 

CHN announced a 6-month subscription/trial (taken out conjointly with HoA) of this 

image database. Based on initial testing, its coverage appeared to complement 

rather than replace that of ARTStor, and there was pressure to subscribe to both. 

Subscription cost : £5,000 p.a. The decision as to whether to take out a permanent 

subscription would be based on usage statistics. CHN also requested that user 

feedback be directed to her and Vicky Brown, Visual Resources Curator, HoA Dept. JL 

noted that, currently, the subscription costs for ARTstor were shared across 

various budget holders and that the HoA budget did not have to cover the entire 

cost (ca. £15,000 p.a.). CHN hoped that there could be a similar arrangement for 

Bridgeman. 

 

4.2. Materials budget 

JL announced that the HoA budget for FY 2010-2011 was £55,205.67 

 

5. – Library provision for university courses 

 5.1 Reading lists 

CHN explained the procedure for circulating departmental (HoA and Ruskin) reading 

lists to college librarians: Any that she received were forwarded to the college 

library liaison, Joanna Parker, who forwarded them to the college librarians. JP 

noted that quite often the reading lists were very long and for college librarians 

on limited budgets and lacking subject expertise it was difficult for them to 

select the most appropriate titles for purchase.  She asked whether faculty could 

clearly identify which items were the most important.  AW agreed to forward this 

request to HoA faculty. 

CHN also explained that students needed to be proactive in requesting college 

librarians to purchase titles.  She noted that university librarians could not 

instruct college librarians to purchase for HoA/Ruskin students. Reps agreed to 

explain to other students that they need to talk to their college librarians. 

JL reminded the committee that the HFL often had titles from UG reading lists. CHN 

said that she acquired one copy of all reading list titles, once she received the 

reading list (subject to availability), and that the Bodleian sometimes had a copy 

too.  Hence it was guaranteed that there would be at least one copy available 

within Bodleian Libraries. 

5.2 Sackler Library pilot lending project (Chinese archaeology); lending 

policy for 2
nd
 & 3

rd
 floor materials  
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GP reminded the committee as to the background to this pilot. Readers had pointed 

out that, while books on the archaeology of other parts of the world (e.g. the 

Ancient Mediterranean region) could be borrowed, those on China could not. This was 

because they were housed in a separate section of the Sackler – the Eastern Art 

Collection, until 2002 located in the Ashmolean Museum and the Oriental Institute 

Library, a collection that had never circulated. Some readers, however, had thought 

the different lending policies inappropriate and thus requested a  policy change. 

In Michaelmas term 2009, therefore, a pilot project, designed to run for one 

academic year, was introduced for monographs on Chinese archaeology only. The total 

number of books affected was approximately 1,000 titles, of which 150 were in 

Western European languages (and thus in OLIS), with the remainder mainly in Chinese 

(and thus in the Allegro catalogue).  With the conclusion of academic year 2009-

2010, it was necessary to review the pilot’s status.  

GP also reminded the committee that a related lending survey  had been conducted 

during academic year 2009-2010. This addressed similar requests  (as reported in 

the minutes of various previous CoLPAH meetings) that lending be permitted for 

_all_ the Sackler’s non-lending collections – i.e., all books in the Eastern Art 

Collection as well as those in the Western Art Collection (2
nd
 & 3

rd
 floors). This 

survey had run from Michaelmas 2009 through the end of the Easter vacation. The 

results of this survey had been discussed at the previous CoLPAH meeting, in 

Trinity 2010. The survey had come out strongly against lending (See meeting’s 

Minutes, with Survey analysis attached.) 

With the conclusion of the pilot project it was necessary to review the lending 

policy for the 2
nd
 & 3

rd
 floor collections as a whole in the context of (a) the 

survey and (b) the pilot project. 

GP noted that establishing lending stats for the pilot (Chinese archaeology) 

collection was not completely straightforward since, while OLIS statistics were 

easy to provide, on-line lending for the ca. 850 Allegro titles was not possible 

and thus traditional lending slips had to be used. Nevertheless, by combining the 

data from both sets, it was clear that very few titles had been borrowed during the 

entire academic year.  [48 loans were recorded and it may be that a few more, 10-20, 

were borrowed without the slips being reserved for counting.] 

Committee members’ views were invited regarding future lending policy for floors 2 

& 3. GS announced that she had circulated the results of the lending survey to the 

newly-arrived M.St students, and that they were also opposed to lending. AW 

reported that the HoA faculty had unanimously agreed that there should be no 

lending of books located on the 2
nd
 and 3

rd
 floors of the Sackler. (This is reported 

in the Minutes of the Department’s meeting held on 04 October 2010.) The other 

committee members were also opposed to lending the 2
nd
 & 3

rd
 floor collections. No 

committee member was in favour of lending. 

It was decided that the EAL pilot project should not be extended to other material 

and that the lending policy for the 2
nd
 and 3

rd
 floor items would not change. [JL 

and CHN agreed after the meeting that it would be inappropriate to suspend the 

existing pilot when the academic year had already begun, and so would continue to 

gather statistics until July 2011.] 

 

6. – Collections 

 6.1 Electronic resources 

See section 4.1. 

 6.2 Print resources 

Inventory 

CHN announced that an inventory of the 2
nd
 and 3

rd
 floor Western Art collection had 

been completed over the summer.  There were fewer titles actually missing than 
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anticipated, since the majority were located as shelving errors.  Replacements for 

missing items had been purchased, subject to availability.   

The Wind Room had also been inventoried. Some items had been discovered not to be 

on OLIS. Most of these were duplicates. 

The next section to be inventoried would be the EAL, possibly during the Easter 

vacation.  This would be more complicated since not all titles were on OLIS; the 

CJK materials were on Alegro, whose software did not support inventory control. 

Hence the first section to be checked would be the Islamic section.  With 

implementation of the new online catalogue system (summer 2011), inventorying of 

the CJK materials would be easier. 

Missing books 

Regarding titles thought by students to be missing: CHN asked reps to circulate the 

most efficient procedure for addressing this problem. Students should contact a 

staff member or email CHN. Staff (including shelvers) would then conduct further 

searches. Often the item would be found, but if not, CHN would consider acquiring a 

replacement. 

Scanning 

MM asked about the use of the scanner. GP reported that the A3, high-resolution, 

scanner was available on request. It was to be used as a substitute only when the 

quality of PCAS scans was inadequate (for example for teaching, presentations, 

publications).  AW asked whether PCAS scans were good enough quality for theses.  

GP replied that if theses’ images were to be publication quality, then no, readers 

would need to use the A3 scanner.  JL and GP noted that there were aware that this 

was a temporary solution and that scanning quality was under review with the PCAS 

supplier.  GP and CHN noted that they were also aware that, especially in Trinity 

term, there could be high demand for the A3 scanner from HoA students.   

The cost of using the A3 scanner and the time-limit on each session was raised by 

GS.  JL and GP noted that the separate scanning system was unique to the Sackler 

and that it was not possible to undercut the PCAS prices for scanning.  There was a 

flat rate of £1 per session. 

The issue of noise made by personal scanners was raised and JL commented that, if 

their use increased, the Sackler would need to identify an area for their use. 

 

7. – Bodleian Libraries Estates developments 

 7.1 Book Storage Facility (BSF)  

JL reported that construction of the BSF had been completed, with delivery of ASR 

books beginning on 8
th
 November. There would be a twice-daily delivery to all ASR 

libraries.  8.5 million items would move to the BSF during academic year 2010-2011.  

During each segment of the move individual titles would be given the status 

“BookMoves” and be temporarily unavailable (max. one week). For urgently-needed 

items, a team dedicated to locating alternative copies had been set up. 

 7.2 New and Old Bodleian 

JL reported that the New Bodleian Stack was now closed as it was being emptied in 

preparation for the building’s total renovation.  In April 2011 the underground 

bookstore would reopen, re-titled the Gladstone Link, and functioning as an open-

stack reading room. 

 7.3 ROQ 

JL announced that the ROQ development was on hold as funding was now uncertain.  

The University had voted to defer any decision on the site’s future until summer 

2011. 

JP asked about the offsite repository in Cheshire.  JL confirmed that the transfer 

of Cheshire-based items to the BSF would start in December 2010, with everything 
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moved in by July 2011. The future of Nuneham, once all the material there had been 

transferred to Swindon, was unknown. 

MM asked whether there could be more information on the Bodleian website regarding 

the Chinese items which were at Cheshire or in the now-closed part of the New BOD.  

She reported that BOD and CSL staff themselves appeared to be uncertain as to the 

current whereabouts of items.  JL apologised and confirmed that New BOD titles were 

now at the OIL, with this information now on the webpage.  

 

8. – Any other business 

CHN requested that any PCAS problems be reported. 

 

9. – Date, time and location of next meeting 

 

Meeting  Hilary term 2011 

Date  Monday 24
th
 January 2011 

Time  3.30PM 

Location Sackler Library, 2
nd
 floor meeting room 

 

The meeting ended at 4.30PM 

 

(Attachment: Art- and Architecture-related electronic resources : estimated 

subscription costs, FY 2010-2011) 
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Date 10/2010 

 

To CoLPAH Members, Michaelmas term meeting, 18 October 2009 

From Clare Hills-Nova 

 

Re Art- and Architecture-related electronic resources : estimated 

subscription costs, FY 2010-2011 

 

 

DATABASE        ££ (approx.)  

     

Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon (Thieme Becker)   2,800 

 

Art Abstracts        4,400 

 

ArtBibliographies Modern     (part of HUM package) 

 

Art in Translation (e-access only journal)     250 

 

Art Sales Catalogues (Lugt)     4,400 

 

ARTstor        14,700 

 

Avery Index        1,000 

 

Bibliography of the History of Art (version to 2007)  FREE 

 

Bridgeman Education trial (w. HoA Dept.)     500 (6 mo.) 

(Full subscription = ca. £3,000) 

 

Census of Antique Works of Art and Architecture  FREE 

Known in the Renaissance 

 

Design and Applied Arts Index    (part of HUM package) 

 

Dizionario biografico degli italiani    FREE 

 

Grove Dictionary of Art      2,000 

 

Index of Christian Art      1,200 

 

Scipio           450 

 

 


